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Abstract 

This project is a curriculum intended for use in three to five day residential situations such as 

those provided by conference centers. The objectives of the curriculum are to encourage 

participants to evaluate the human portion of the human-earth relationship, to discover ways to 

change human views and behavior to make this relationship equitable and sustainable, and to 

develop ways to communicate this new knowledge to members of the participants’ home 

communities. 

A variety of learning modalities will be engaged including movement, meditation, discussion, 

art, music and writing. A workbook called “The Human Being’s Guide to Living Lightly on the 

Planet” will be provided for participants. 

This curriculum is a living document and expected to change as is it implemented over time. 

Following is the current draft. 
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Project Introduction 

This project is a curriculum intended for use in three to five day residential situations such as 

those provided by conference centers. The format will include movement, meditation, 

discussion, art, music and writing in an attempt to engage a variety of learning modalities. My 

objective is to create a safe environment to evaluate the human-earth relationship and to discover 

our place as humans in the changing environment. My hope is that participants in the seminar 

will take their experiences back to their workplaces, congregations and communities, and share 

what they’ ve learned in order to create a work/worship/lifestyle environment that is mindful of 

and respectful to all members of the earth community. 

This curriculum is an extension of my experiences in the Earth Literacy Masters (ELM) 

program. While I will not be able to duplicate the entire program I will share components of the 

program that can be put into an “activist” framework for participants to bring home and share 

with their communities. 

I am using Ghost Ranch Presbyterian Conference Center in Abiquiu, New Mexico as a model for 

the venue because I have been associated with this particular center in the past and I like the 

rhythm of daily activities there. Ghost Ranch is currently looking for seminars that include a 

“leadership” component. This curriculum will include discussion sessions about the 

environmental issues that participants face in their own local communities and congregations, 

and possibilities for initiating change or activism in those communities. The curriculum can be 

modified to fit any venue, including non-residential centers. This project will be submitted to 

Ghost Ranch as a seminar proposal when it is complete.  



Schedule Overview 

In the summer time at Ghost Ranch groups meet in the morning and evening. The heat of the 

afternoon is given over to free or rest time. This schedule allows for physical and mental activity 

during the cool hours and also allows for “incorporation” time, social time, or alone time. Ghost 

Ranch is close to a few spiritual centers including a Benedictine Monastery, a Mosque and an old 

church known for healing miracles. The landscape is quite beautiful and there are several close 

hiking trails. The ranch occasionally offers local cultural events, such as storytellers and 

musicians, and the library at the ranch has a very nice local history section. The afternoons away 

from the classroom venue allow for the possibility to enjoy some of these features. In other 

locations some research should be done in advance to learn about local cultural or environmental 

issues and natural features. 

Proposed daily schedule: 

e Early morning moving meditation—30 minutes 

Breakfast 

e Group walk—30 minutes 

e Discussion in the classroom—60 to 90 minutes—general issues following course outline 

e Discussion of participants’ local environmental issues—30 to 60 minutes 

Lunch 

e Free time during the afternoon—the classroom is open for participants to use for art, 

writing, meditation or discussion. 

Dinner 

e 90 minutes of readings, sharing, discussion and meditation. 

e Night hike—30 to 60 minutes  



The schedule of morning discussions will begin with general themes that we covered in ELM 

classes, then move on to local environmental issues and then to the participants’ local 

environmental issues. I have chosen to take on local water issues for the area where each 

conference center is located (in the case of this project it will be New Mexico). Morning 

discussions will end with examples and suggestions for participants to bring home. A five-part 

overview of discussion themes follows: 

Day 1—Introduction 

e The local impact questionnaire 

e Introduction of the local environmental issue (water) 

e Introduction of the participants’ local issues 

Day 2—How did we get here? 

e Discussion of creation myths, including biblical readings 

e Discussion of the new cosmology 

Day 3—What have we done? 

e Discussion of environmental changes resulting from population growth, technology, etc. 

Day 3—How do we approach these issues? 

e A brief survey of schools of environmental thought 

Day 4—What can we change? 

e Examples from literature 

Day S—What’s next? 

e What participants feel they can do/change/shift in their own communities  



Presentation Style 

I want to work with an inquiry-based rather than traditional teaching style. While I will be 

presenting information, especially in morning sessions, I want to allow time for discussion and 

various forms of interaction with that material. 

I have purposely added “down time” into the schedule to allow participants to integrate or 

incorporate the material. In reading the book The Open Mind (1996) by Dawna Markova I 

learned that learning also takes place when the mind is seemingly at rest. Markova tells us that 

when the brain is generating theta waves (very low frequency, but not as low as delta or “sleep 

state” waves) we may feel and seem sort of “spaced-out,” but actually our minds are creating 

new patterns and associations with the material we take in at a more active (beta) brain wave 

state. 

I will be beginning and ending sessions with meditation or quiet sitting. Presentations will 

include discussion and creative work and physical, sometimes playful activity. My hope is that 

this presentation style will lead participants to literally change their minds about their approach 

to environmental issues from one of “duty” or “responsibility” to an act of love. 

“And when you get down to it, Lily, that’s the only purpose grand enough for a 

human life. Not just to love—but to persist in Love.” Sue Monk Kidd, The 

Secret Life of Bees (p. 289) 

The cultivation of a personal and nonverbal relationship with the natural world is central to the 

theme of this curriculum. Over the course of days I hope to help bring about a shift in the  



participants’ regard of nature from one of “naming” and “caring for” to a new relationship of 

“beginner’s mind,” of learning how not to catalog items in nature, but rather to learn from natural 

allies. 

I will provide a work (or play) book for participants with exercises to accompany the discussion 

sections, and gentle guides for art, writing and meditation. The workbook pages will include 

objectives for the curriculum, and space for writing, drawing and notes. 

The classroom environment should include cushions for floor sitting and a place to stretch. A 

table of books should be available for participants to browse. Books can include simple 

meditations, various creation stories, art images, poetry, and some environmental education 

books. A table should be provided for placement of “lovely objects” and will include candles, a 

variety of objects from the local environment (to be returned when the seminar is complete) and 

any objects participants want to include as the week goes on. Simple, non-challenging art 

materials such as crayons, watercolor kits and colored pencils should be provided on another 

table. 

Ghost Ranch provides the opportunity to send a preliminary or introductory letter to registered 

participants. I will include a “what is your ecological impact” questionnaire in that packet and 

also will encourage participants to gather some information about a current environmental issue 

in their own community, workplace, or congregation to bring to the seminar.  



Introduction to the Curriculum 

The Five General Themes 

We will explore five general themes through the course of the seminar. I’ve chosen these themes 

to give context to the present situation, to emphasize the need to change our relationship with the 

natural world, and to give hope that change can make a difference. On day three we will look 

briefly at what the impact of humans has been in the past and then begin the discussion about 

how we humans can organize our approach in order to start the healing or correcting process. I 

put these two themes together on the same day in order to have participants leave the session 

feeling upbeat rather than hopeless. 

Theme one—How did we get here? In this session we will discuss the variety of creation 

stories that are told around the world, their similarities and differences, and how a culture defines 

itself by its version of creation. We will also discuss the new cosmology and how, knowing 

what we know about the way creation stories are used, we can define ourselves anew as one of 

many components of an evolving system. Loyal Rue’s book, Everybody’s Story (2000), will be 

a good reference during this discussion. 

As persons assimilate a narrative core of ideas they acquire a common worldview, 

common values, common standards of rationality—in short, they acquire new 

resources for solidarity and cooperation. The ultimate measures by which social 

progress and personal success are judged have their moorings in the story of a 

culture. Stories are us. (Rue p. 25) 

Theme two—What have we done? This is the session that will be best presented with listings 

of facts and lists of definitions concerning population growth, global warming, water and air 

pollution, habitat disruption, etc. The story of Easter Island will be a good introduction to this 

session, and Dr. Suess’s The Lorax (1971) could be read to the group at the end of the 

discussion.  



“30. .. 

Catch!” Calls the Once-ler. 

He lets something fall. 

“It’s a Truffula Seed. 

It’s the last one of all! 

You’re in charge of the last of the Truffula Seeds. 

And Truffula Trees are what everyone needs. 

Plant a new Truffula. Treat it with care. 

Give it clean water. And feed it fresh air. 

Grow a forest. Protect it from axes that hack. 

Then the Lorax 

and all of his friends 

may come back.” (Suess, 1971) 

Theme three—How do we approach these issues? During this session we will revisit the 

questionnaires that were sent to participants before they came to the seminar. There will be one 

section that asks what participants are doing now in their homes and communities to help the 

environment. We will have a brief discussion of the various schools of environmental thought 

to facilitate participants in finding their own way to approach issues. 

Theme four—What can we change? This session will be a continuation of theme three with 

brainstorming for participants’ local issues. I will introduce literature gathered from the 

interfaith climate change network and a variety of other resources, including materials from the 

various solid waste curricula I have gathered from conferences. We will also discuss case 

studies from the book The Land That Could Be by William Shutkin (2000). This discussion 

should be allowed to ramble and range according to the issues the participants face. 

Theme five—What’s next? This session will be for participants to continue their discussion 

about their own local issues. It will include a commitment ceremony allowing participants to 

commit to some manageable activity.  



The Activities 

Each day’s sessions will include hiking or other outdoor activities that will allow both personal, 

independent time in nature and group time in nature. Many of these activities will actually be 

taken from children’s outdoor activity programs, such as leading a partner blindfolded to an item 

in nature, letting them experience it without sight or talking, then leading them away and letting 

them find it without the blindfold. These activities are meant to be fun and to encourage a more 

innocent interaction with nature. 

Other activities will include structured movement, such as tai chi routines, silent hiking, 

meditative art, or structured indoor learning activities that explore the use of resources. 

The Place-Based Discussions 

I will research the venue to learn about local environmental issues. Since I have participated in 

several community education activities concerning water I will most likely focus on local water 

issues. For New Mexico I will focus on land grant water issues and the communities formed 

around acequias. Participants will be encouraged to share their own local issues each day, and to 

help each other with possibilities for dealing with those issues. 

 



Water--The Place-Based Issue 

Some general information about water (1% day discussion) 

Water is essential 

e tis at least 50% of living organisms. It carries nutrients, moves waste, controls 

temperature and reduces friction in our bodies. 

Cats are about 62% water 

Dogs are about 63% water 

Deer are about 64% water 

Corn plants are about 71% water 

Humans are 65-70% water 

Water connects all earth systems 

e Water is stored in wetlands, glaciers, oceans, clouds and in the ground 

e [nteractive—Where else is water stored? 

o Water changes form—evaporating, precipitating, freezing and flowing. 

Water cycle meditation can be done here—see workbook 

e [Earth has been around for about 4.5 billion years 

* Water has been on earth for about 3.8 billion years. It’s the same water we have today. 

e Life came up out of the water about 600 million years ago. 

Water is a finite natural resource 

e Every living thing on earth uses water 

e Only about 3% of the water on earth is fresh, or not salt, water  



e If we remove the frozen portion of water we have around 0.6% 

» If we remove the portion of water that is not polluted, trapped in soil, too far below 

ground, or otherwise unavailable to us, we have about 0.0003% water available for use. 

Do the water availability exercise here (see workbook) 

  

It takes To Make 
  

1,800 gallons of water A pair of jeans 
  

1,000 gallons of water A 2 pound loaf of bread 
  

16.5 gallons of water A 12 oz can of soda pop 
  

32,000 gallons of water A ton of steel for a car 
    100 gallons of water   40 sheets of paper 
  

There are conflicting demands on our water supply. 

The human population on earth has doubled in the last 40 years. 

There are now over six billion people on earth. The amount of available water has not increased. 

Songs: “The River Song” by The Banana Slug String Band 

  
 



Water in Northern New Mexico (2™ day discussion) 

In 1848 the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ended the Mexican war. The US government gave 

Mexico $40 million in gold. Mexico turned over territory that contained what is now New 

Mexico, Arizona and California to the US. 

The US pledged to respect the property rights of those who held the land, but there is some 

conflict about whether the US has done so. Legal battles continue to this day. 

The book and movie The Milagro Beanfield War (Nichols, 1974, Redford, 1988) is a 

fictionalized account of the complexities of local land and water rights issues, and the clash of 

cultures in this area. (If possible The Milagro Beanfield War can be shown on the evening of 

this presentation). The movie was filmed in Truchas on the high road to Taos, not very far from 

Ghost Ranch. 

In the 1960s the army corps of engineers dammed the Chama river to make the reservoir of 

Lake Abiquiu—now a popular recreation lake, and also a water supply for the people of Santa 

Fe. During the course of the project, several archeological sites were flooded and people lost 

their homes and their rights to the water that had naturally flowed through their property. 

Ghost Ranch is in Rio Arriba County, one of the poorest counties in New Mexico and perhaps 

one of the poorest counties in the United States. Median income here is about $14,000 per year. 

Families have lived as subsistence farmers on their land, some of it original Spanish Land Grant 

land, for generations. The loss of water rights represents the loss of their history and their way of  



life. I’m happy to say that Ghost Ranch has worked with local families to help them continue to 

have rights to the water, but this is not a remedy for the entire region. 

Average annual rainfall in Northern New Mexico is 8 to 25 inches, most of it coming in the July 

or August “monsoon,” when it seems like all at once there is too much water. 

Another important river in Northern New Mexico is the Rio Grande. Many of the New Mexico 

pueblos are located along the Rio Grande. Near here, in the city of Espanola, the Chama river 

and the Rio Grande come together. There are several sites close by where petroglyphs can be 

found on the basalt rocks near the rivers. In the early part of the 20" century photographer Laura 

Gilpin photographed the Rio Grande and the people who lived along it, but today the Rio Grande 

looks nothing like it looked in the 1930’s. In the 1970s the Rio Grande became one of the most 

polluted rivers in the United States, and in 1993 it was declared America’s most endangered river 

containing “as much untreated sewage, pesticides and industrial waste as water” according to 

writer Marq de Villers in the book Water: The Fate of our Most Precious Resource (2000, pp 

236-7). 

Song: “Ode to Water” by Earth Mama 

 



Acequias (3™ day discussion) 

Some of the local communities here were started by the Spanish when they came through 

looking for gold in the late 1500s. Settlers realized early on that a system of water management 

would be essential for survival. 

Native Americans already had irrigation and water storage systems in place by the time the 

Spanish arrived. Working together the Native Americans and the Spanish settlers created the 

acequia system. Acequias are irrigation ditches, but they are also much more than that. Some 

acequias have been in place for generations. They have traditionally provided water for 

numerous families. They require the effort of the entire community they supply for maintenance. 

The governance of early New Mexico settlements was structured around management and 

maintenance of the acequias. The person who facilitated this community management was 

called the mayordomo. These structures and the position of mayordomo are still in place in local 

governments today. 

New Mexico Highlands University in Las Vegas, New Mexico has begun a place-based 

education program for elementary through high school teachers. They use the local acequia as 

the “place.” One of their goals is to “engage students in learning about the place where they live 

and ways to sustain the best qualities of that place.” Students meet the mayordomos of the 

acequias, learn about acequia associations and their members, and they learn about the yearly 

fatigue, or ditch cleaning, that is done to maintain the acequia.  



As an extension of the program, students learn about their unique culture, about food preparation 

and storage, baking bread in horno ovens, family stories, traditional local celebrations, local 

music and more. 

Students also learn that water is a scarce resource. They learn to work as part of their local 

community. As the work becomes meaningful to them they have a greater desire to succeed. 

Regardless of history, culture and community structure, development puts a strain on the limited 

resources of water in this area. Acequias and water rights will continue to be an active part of 

communities and the legal conversation here. 

Song: Play some “celebration” music with a southwestern theme, such as “Clouds Dancing” 

from “Flute Dreams” by Alice Gomez 

 



Discussion Notes 

Theme One—How did we get here? 

As most of us are aware, there are many cultures in the world, and many creation stories. 

Sometimes we call them “myths.” If it’s the story that we believe is true we call it the real or 

true story, but if we look at the many cultures of the world and their many true stories perhaps 

we can learn a few things about how stories work for us. In the book Everybody ’s Story (2000) 

Loyal Rue tells us this about stories: 

At the core of every cultural tradition there is a narrative, a myth, which integrates 

the ideas about reality and value. The narrative core provides the members of a 

culture with certain information that gives them a general orientation in nature 

and in history. The narrative core is the most fundamental expression of wisdom 

in a culture—it tells us about the kind of world we live in, what sorts of things are 

real and unreal, where we came from, what our true nature is, and how we fit into 

the larger scheme of things. These are all cosmological ideas, they inform us 

about the cosmos and our place in it. But the narrative core also contains ideas 

about morality, that is, it tells us what is good for us and how we should conduct 

ourselves in order to achieve our fulfillment. In the narrative core of a cultural 

tradition facts and values are interwoven in a seamless series of connected events, 

in precisely the way that cognitive and emotional events are integrated in the life 

of an individual. (23) 

We know that in several creation stories the world begins as a dark and watery place. This is 

also true of the creation story in the bible. 

 



Take time here to invite sharing about creation stories, then read one or two stories from 

In the Beginning: Creation Stories from Around the World (Hamilton & Moser, 1988). 

* “Sun, Life, Wind, and Death—God Lowa the Creator” from the Marshall 

Islands describes the “watery” beginning and also the marking of each 

creature with “tattoos.” 

* “Four Creations to Make Man—Maker and Feathered Serpent the 

Creators” from the Popol Vuh of the Quiche Maya tells of a watery 

beginning, lightening in the first creation, which brought forth more 

creation, and eventually humans who were made from corn. 

Our creation story in the bible tells us certain things about the world and what’s in it, and also 

about our place in the scheme of things: 

Read from Genesis 1 & 2, the two stories of creation. Discuss what this means to us 

concerning our place on earth and our responsibilities to the other inhabitants of earth. 

Now I would like to discuss another creation story with you. This one gives us a different idea 

of how we fit into the grand scheme. Consider this statement: 

Originating power brought forth a universe. All the energy that would ever exist 

in the entire course of time erupted as a single quantum—a singular gift— 

existence. If in the future, stars would blaze and lizards would blink in their light, 

these actions would be powered by the same numinous energy that flared forth at 

the dawn of time. (Swimme & Berry, 1992, 17)  



And this one: 

The Tao begot one. 

One begot two. 

Two begot three. 

And three begot the ten thousand things. 

The ten thousand things carry yin and embrace yang. 

They achieve harmony by combining these forces. 

Tao Te Ching #42 by Lao Tsu, written about 2,500 years ago 

Translation by Gia-Fu Geng and Jane English, 1972 

Read Born With A Bang (Morgan, 2002) and From Lava to Life (Morgan, 2003). Allow 

some time after this reading for meditation and integration. 

Songs: 

“Circle Around” by George & Michelle Schricker from “Holding the Hoop in Our Hands” 

“Mystery” by Earth Mama 

 



Theme two—What have we done? 

On Easter Sunday, 1722, a Dutch Admiral named Roggeveen was the first European to visit a 

small island about 2,000 miles off the west coast of South America. He found a primitive 

society of about 3,000 people living in reed huts or caves, struggling to survive off the meager 

resources of the island. He named the place Easter Island. There were a few more visits by 

Europeans over the next several years, and eventually the island was turned into a giant sheep 

ranch run by a British company. 

When anthropologists began to study the island in the early 20® century they were amazed at the 

evidence there of a once-flourishing society. When we think of Easter Island today we think of 

the giant stone statues, generally over 20 feet high. The faces on these statues are a symbol of 

the mystery of Easter Island. What happened there? 

Writer Clive Ponting tells us that the history of Easter Island is a “striking example of the 

dependence of human societies on their environment and of the consequences of irreversibly 

damaging the environment” (Ponting, 1991, p 2). Ponting tells us that Easter Island was likely 

colonized by Polynesians who traveled the Pacific by canoe. He speculates that the first settlers 

came in about the fifth century CE, and that they were probably a small extended family group. 

The island had few resources to begin with, and as the population grew resources dwindled. The 

settlers continued with the traditions they knew from a time when they lived in a more abundant 

landscape. They built many wooden structures, including ritual-type structures, until all the trees 

were gone. When the trees were gone they lived in caves or reed huts. Finally the people of  



Easter Island even resorted to cannibalism in order to survive. Eventually most of the survivors 

were removed from the island and enslaved by Peruvians. 

(resource for this material came from A Green History of the World: The Environment and the 

Collapse of Great Civilizations by Clive Ponting, 1991) 

The story of Easter Island demonstrates the capacity that humans have for destroying their 

environment in order to continue their culture. We might like to think that this is a modern 

affliction, but we can see that it has been going on around the world for quite some time. 

Take time for a discussion here of the modern parallels to the Easter Island story. 

Since this is the human being’s guide to living lightly on the planet, I want to discuss some of the 

small things that we humans here in the modern United States do as we go about our lives. Some 

of our activities that we rarely think about can have serious effects on our environment. 

Non Point Source Water Pollution 

Most of the pollution in our water comes from a variety of sources that are called “non-point 

source pollution.” We can’t identify the source of these pollutants as easily as we can the 

pollutants from factories, so while factories can be monitored and fined, non-point source 

pollution is an individual responsibility. 

Here are some of the types of sources of this pollution: 

= Excess garden chemicals that run off during heavy rains 

» Oil and other substances (like antifreeze) that run off parking lots and driveways 

* Soap from washing cars and house siding  



Draining pools and waterbeds which have been treated with chemicals 

Excessive amounts of cleaning solutions that are allowed to run down the drain 

Septic discharge from faulty septic systems 

Air borne pollutants such as smoke and diesel that eventually settle to the ground 

Illegal dumping of paint, oil or other substances into storm drains 

Individually these may seem insignificant, but here is some information about those seemingly 

insignificant items: 

One quart of oil will contaminate thousands of gallons of water because it doesn’t 

dissolve. Oil and other petroleum products are toxic to fish, plants, aquatic life 

and people. The toxins from petroleum products can contaminate drinking water 

Fertilizers, car exhaust and detergents cause explosive plant and algae growth, 

depleting water of oxygen, killing fish and animals and causing a bad smell. 

Loose grass clippings and leaves in the gutter clog drainage systems, depleting 

oxygen. 

Pet droppings and septic tank overflows can cause diseases and parasite 

infections. 

Cleaning supplies and other toxic materials such as paint or batteries contaminate 

water and kill fish, animals and plants 

Storm drains take water directly to canals, streams, lakes and rivers. Anything 

other than pure rainwater is a potential contaminant. Intentionally pouring 

substances into a storm drain is illegal in most communities. 

(source material for this section came from www.protectingwater.com )  



Where Many Rivers Meet 

All the water below me came from above. 
All the clouds living on mountains 

gave it to the rivers 
who gave it to the sea, which was their dying. 

And so I float on cloud become water, 

central sea surrounded by white mountains, 
the water salt, once fresh, 

cloud fall and stream rush, tree roots and tide bank 
leading to rivers’ mouths 

and the mouths of the rivers sing into the sea, 

the stories buried in the mountains 
give out into the sea 

and the sea remembers 
and sings back 

form the depths 
where nothing is forgotten 

David Whyte (1990) 

 



Meat and Animal Products 

The way we eat can also have a significant effect on the environment. David Pimentel, 

professor of ecology and agricultural science at Cornell University, tells us that the most widely 

accepted estimate of the amount of water it takes to produce beef is about 2,500 gallons per 

pound. Pimentel’s estimates are actually quite a bit higher than that. He figures it this way: 

The data we had indicated that a beef animal consumed 100kg of hay and 4kg of 

grain per 1kg of beef produced. Using the basic rule that it takes about 1,000 

liters of water to produce 1kg of hay and grain, thus about 100,000 liters were 

required to produce the 1 kg of beef 

Here are some comparisons from Dr. Pimentel: 

  

Potatoes | 60 gallons per pound 

  

Wheat 108 gallons per pound 

  

Corn 168 gallons per pound 

  

Rice 229 gallons per pound 

  

Soybeans | 240 gallons per pound 

  

Beef 12,009 gallons per pound         

He goes on to tell us that according to the USDA a pound of ground lean beef has 1197.5 

calories and one pound of potatoes has 228 calories. To get about the same amount of calories 

from potatoes as from a pound of beef you would need 4.15 pounds of potatoes. To produce 

4.15 pounds of potatoes it takes 249 gallons of water.  



He summarizes, saying “it takes nearly 50 times more water to produce a calorie from beef as it 

does from potatoes.” Something to ponder when considering the Atkins diet! 

(Source material for this section came from www.vegsource.com ) 

Our Cars and Air Conditioners 

Another way that we as human beings affect the environment is by our contribution to global 

climate change. While some skepticism can still be heard about the issue, science is becoming 

more and more clear about the fact that this is happening. In his article “Fiddling While the 

World Burns” ecologist George M. Woodwell says, “The scientific community, taken as a 

whole, is conservative. Yet it has been forthright and surprisingly effective in defining the 

problem of global climatic disruption and its urgency” (2001). 

The EPA tells us that the earth’s surface temperature has risen about 1 degree Farenheit in the 

past century with accelerated warming in the past two decades. They tell us that human 

activities have altered the chemical composition of the atmosphere, building up greenhouse gases 

such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide. These gases have-heat trapping qualities. 

Without the “greenhouse effect” of these gases, heat from the sun would warm the earth’s 

surface and then be radiated back into space. With the presence of greenhouse gases, the heat is 

retained in our atmosphere. 

Current belief is that the burning of fossil fuels is one of the main causes of increasing 

greenhouse gases in our atmosphere. In the United States, approximately 6.6 tons of greenhouse  



gases are emitted per person, per year. Emissions have increased by about 3.4% in the past 

decade. About 82% of these emissions are from using electricity and driving our cars. The rest 

results from methane from landfills, raising livestock, natural gas pipelines, coal and other 

industrial sources. (If we continue to buy the products, they will continue to produce them!) 

In 1995 the United States had the highest greenhouse gas emissions per capita in the world. 

Australia ran a close second, followed by Canada, then New Zealand. 

The EPA tells us that by simply using less electricity, generating less waste (garbage) and by 

driving less we can easily reduce greenhouse gas emissions by about 32%. 

(source material for this section came from the EPA website) 

Population and Carrying Capacity 

Carrying capacity can be defined as the ability of the environment to sustain a particular 

population (or group of individuals of the same species in the same area) for a long time. 

Populations can have the potential for large rates of growth, however, environments often 

contain limiting factors that keep that growth in check. According to Michael McKinney and 

Robert Schoch in their book Environmental Science (1998), environmental systems have some 

built-in controls to unlimited growth. They are physical limitations in the physical environment; 

and competition for resources, predation and symbiosis in the biological environment. We 

humans, with our genius and our technology, have overcome most, if not all of the limitations to 

population growth. Unfortunately our devises and techniques have created havoc both among 

our own species and among other species on the planet.  



Spend some time in discussion here about monocropping, water pollution and 

oxygen depletion in water, habitat disruption, etc. 

Also discuss the differences in human population and standard of living among 

various regions of the world. 

Affluenza 

Perhaps you have heard of the book or documentary series called Affluenza (DeGraff, Naylor & 

Wann, 2002). The authors propose that our culture suffers from a condition called “Affluenza.” 

They define it this way: 

affluenza, n. a painful, contagious, socially transmitted condition of overload, 

debt, anxiety, and waste resulting from the dogged pursuit of more (2). 

They begin the book with this example: 

In his office, a doctor offers his diagnosis to an attractive, expensively dressed 

female patient. “There’s nothing physically wrong with you,” he says. His 

patient is incredulous. “Then why do I feel so awful?” she asks. “So bloated and 

sluggish. I've got a big new house, a brand new car, a new wardrobe, and I just 

got a big raise at work. Why am I so miserable, doctor? Isn’t there some pill you 

can give me?” The doctor shakes his head. “I'm afraid not,” he replies. 

“There’s no pill for what's wrong with you.” “What is it doctor?” she asks, 

alarmed. “Affluenza,” he answers gravely. “It’s the new epidemic. It’s 

extremely contagious. It can be cured, but not easily” (1) 

About mid-way through the book the authors discuss discoveries that anthropologists made about 

so-called “Stone-Age” societies. By studying groups such as the !Kung Bushmen of the  



Kalahari Desert in Africa who had not yet come into the modern lifestyle, they learned that 

somewhere around three or four hours of work a day would provide for basic needs. “So-called 

“Stone Age’ life apparently included more leisure hours of time does our own.” (123) Compare 

this to our modern forty or fifty hour work weeks! While we may not want to return to the 

Stone Age, perhaps there is something we can learn about how much we feel we need to 

consume. 

The authors of Affluenza go on to make several recommendations about how to cure ourselves 

of affluenza. We can discuss some of them during our discussion sessions in the coming days. 

Here is some information about the effects of our modern lifestyle: 

We are losing soil to erosion at the rate of about 7.6 tons per acre in the United 

States and Europe annually. In Asia, Africa and South America we lose even 

more—about 15 tons per acre. Soil forms at a rate of about 1.6 tons per acre per 

year. (McKinney & Schoch, 376-8) 

At the time their book was written (1998), McKinney & Shoch tell us that about 

800 million people do not eat enough calories per day to sustain a normal, healthy 

life, and at least 500 million people are chronically hungry. About 13 million 

people each year die from hunger and many more are compromised by hunger to 

the point where they succumb to disease easily. Increasing population and 

decreasing freshwater and tillable land are factors in this situation. Also, they tell 

us, in some areas of the world food supplies are withheld for reasons of warfare 

and power. (355)  



In the United States each person is responsible for about a ton of municipal waste 

each year—this is the stuff we throw in our garbage cans. About 75% of this 

“waste” 1s not waste at all, but resources that can be used in other ways such as 

reuse, recycling or composting. Municipal waste is now exported to cities, 

counties, states and countries who will landfill it for profit because there is a 

shortage of landfill space in certain areas. 

If we look at these issues from a larger perspective we can see that they are interrelated, as are 

many, if not all, of the issues that affect our environment. 

It’s time for a break. Spend as much time in discussion as is necessary. 

This is a good place for a ritual of mourning or a ritual of forgiving ancestors. 

The Well of Grief 
Those who will not slip beneath 

the still surface on the well of grief 

turning downward through its black water 

to the place we cannot breathe 

will never know the source from which we drink 

the secret water, cold and clear 

nor find in the darkness glimmering 

the small round coins 

thrown by those who wished for something else 

David Whyte 1990 

Songs: 

“Stuff,” “Energy,” “The Same Air,” and “Enough Is As Good As A Feast” by Earth Mama 
Poem: The Well of Grief by David Whyte (also spoken on CD)  



Theme Three—How do we approach these issues? 

If you are feeling overwhelmed by our previous discussion I can assure you that you are not 

alone. The thing to remember is that each of us has a gift of value to bring to the table. It might 

be that in the past we did things that didn’t seem all that bad, then we learned that they actually 

had a significant impact. Once we learn how our behavior affects our environment we can make 

changes. There’s not much time for guilt, it’s time to get to work! We can each find our own 

unique process for dealing with environmental issues. One of the good things that can come out 

of a seminar like this is the sharing of methods, approaches and attitudes toward these very 

difficult topics. I hope we will be able to do a lot of that. 

I would like to share with you some of the various schools of environmental thought. You may 

find that you would like to read material or follow the activities of one of these groups as you 

approach your own local issues. 

Here are some categories of environmental thought taken from the book What Are They Saying 

About Environmental Ethics? By Pamela Smith (1997): 

Deep Ecology—the term “deep ecology” was originally coined by Arne Naess. Naess called his 

philosophy “Ecosophy T.” The “T” representing a place in Norway called Tvergastein—his 

retreat. “Ecosophy” was used as a short hand for ecology and ecocentric philosophy and also for 

“a proposal for oikos and sophos: wisdom about the planetary dwelling place” (6). 

Naess used terms like “biospherical egalitarianism” and “expanded self” and “intrinsic value for 

all beings.” Deep Ecology asks us to consider the interconnectedness of all living beings.  



Deep Ecology can be considered more “biocentric” or “ecocentric” than “anthropocentric.” In 

other words, the human is not the most important being on the planet. There is some criticism 

that deep ecology tends to be a bit misanthropic. Some groups like Greenpeace or Earth First! 

come from the philosophy of Deep Ecology. There is also a sort of Spiritual Deep Ecology 

which expresses reverence and a spiritual bond with all living things. Also in Deep Ecology 

rocks, sand and other seemingly nonliving things are considered important parts of living 

systems. 

Ecofeminism—this school of thought came about as an extension of the women’s movement. 

The term was first used in the 1970’s in discussions about domination and the “twin 

dominations” of women and nature. One famous early bit of ecofeminist activism was in India 

when women protested logging by hugging trees, carrying signs and bringing their children to 

the site. There are many celebrated writers in ecofeminism, including Carolyn Merchant, 

Charlene Spretnak and theologian Sally McFague. McFague introduced the use of metaphors, 

such as the body of earth as the body of God, which can extend into a sense of the sacredness of 

the body and things physical. 

Animal Rights—is the school of thought that seeks to give more consideration to animals as 

beings with rights and feelings. This group has given us the term “speciesism,” similar to racism 

or sexism and has asked us to question our behavior toward animals. 

Naturalists may be one of the oldest groups of environmental thinkers. Aldo Leopold’s A Sand 

County Almanac (1948) may be one of the most famous writings from this school of thought.  



Leopold brought us the notion that the land also has rights, and that we should respect the natural 

process of the land and ecosystems. Naturalists stress the interdependence of all beings, respect 

for natural processes and also moral behavior toward animals and nature on the part of humans. 

Liberation Ecotheology is the last school of thought that Smith discusses in her book. This 

school comes from Liberation Theology and has similarities with deep ecology and 

ecofeminism, stressing the deep connection between humans and the environment and also 

recognizing the oppression of the poor and those who live closest to the earth. 

Our Own Practices 

Another way of looking at schools of environmental thought, or approaches to our environmental 

issues is to look at our own spiritual practices. What do the various spiritual traditions tell us 

about the natural world? Some traditions, such as Wicca or Taoism ask us to recognize and learn 

from the natural world in our daily practices. Other traditions ask us to be good stewards of the 

earth and yet other traditions may pit the natural world against the spiritual world. 

How have you regarded the natural world in your regular spiritual practice? 

 



The Summer Day 

Who made the world? 
Who made the swan, and the black bear? 
Who made the grasshopper? 
This grasshopper, I mean— 

the one who has flung herself out of the grass, 
the one who is eating sugar out of my hand, 

who is moving her jaws back and forth instead of up and down— 
who is gazing around with her enormous and complicated eyes. 

Now she lifts her pale forearms and thoroughly washes her face. 
Now she snaps her wings open, and floats away. 
I don’t know exactly what a prayer is. 

I do know how to pay attention, how to fall down 
into the grass, how to kneel down in the grass, 
how to be idle and blessed, how to stroll through the fields, 
which 1s what I’ve been doing all day. 
Tell me, what else should I have done? 

Doesn’t everything die at last, and too soon? 
Tell me, what is it you plan to do 

with your one wild and precious life? 
Mary Oliver (1990) 

Music: “Holding the Hoop in Our Hands” by George & Michelle Schricker from “Holding the 
Hoop in our Hands” 

Then: some fun selections from the Banana Slug String Band, such as “Dirt Made My Lunch” 
and “Bats Eat Bugs” 

Poem: “The Summer Day” by Mary Oliver 

 



Theme four—What can we change? 

Begin this session by reading The Lorax 

The first and most obvious answer to the question “what can we change?” is: our behavior. We 

can all change, by a little bit at least, the things that we do unconsciously that have adverse 

effects on our environment. Recycle, use smaller amounts of chemical cleaners, turn out the 

lights, carpool or walk or ride a bike once in a while. At our house we use an old fashioned reel- 

type push mower for the lawn. Not only does it keep us from burning fossil fuel to cut our lawn, 

it also keeps us from burning fossil fuel to drive to the gym! We get quite a workout and it’s 

great for the environment. These things do add up. 

Now I would like to share the stories of some collaborative efforts of people just like yourselves 

all around the world who are taking action to change things on a larger scale. 

In the book The Land That Could Be (2000) author William Shutkin tells us about a Boston 

neighborhood where low-income residents grouped together to clean up “blighted” lots, 

including hazardous waste sites, clean up polluting businesses, encourage backyard gardening 

and deal with lead poisoning the area’s children. In Oakland, Shutkin tells about the 

neighborhood group that stopped the rebuilding of the Cypress Freeway after its collapse in the 

Loma Prieta earthquake, claiming that freeways create a toxic environment for children. He 

tells about a community in Colorado who fought housing development in an environmentally 

fragile area, and another community in New Jersey who have protected green space in an area 

where suburban development is growing. In all these cases small local groups of citizens took 

the initiative to make a change or stop a change.  



Deborah and Frank Popper, a geography professor and an urban studies professor, created a 

“regional metaphor” in the course of their work in the Great Plains. The metaphor “The Buffalo 

Commons” caught on and was interpreted in various ways by various groups in the region over 

the next years. The Poppers traveled around listening to people as they explained their concept 

of the Buffalo Commons and what they’ve done. From that notion there have been parks 

created, new curricula in local colleges generated, buffalo ranches and regional plant restoration 

projects begun. The metaphor helped enhance a sense of place and from that sense of place 

came caring for the place. 

There are similar examples all around us. 

Take time here for discussion of local activism. 

If you are wondering how you might find or create an activist group in your community it might 

be that you need look no farther than your own church. The National Council of Churches Eco- 

Justice Working Group puts out educational publications for church groups to share. There is 

also an Interfaith Climate Change Network that has branches in many states. These groups are 

large and at times even send people to state and federal capitals to lobby for legislation. They 

also work at the local level, inviting speakers from local environmental groups to come and teach 

church groups how to make their buildings and grounds more “green.” 

I’ve included some websites in your workbook.  



Twenty Eight 

Knowing man 

and staying woman, 
be the riverbed of the world. 
Being the world’s riverbed 
of eternal unfailing power 

is to go back again to be newborn. 

Knowing light 
and staying dark, 
be a pattern to the world. 
Being the world’s pattern 

of eternal unerring power 

is to go back again to boundlessness. 

Knowing glory 

and staying modest, 
be the valley of the world. 

Being the world’s valley 
of eternal inexhaustible power 

1s to go back again to the natural 

Natural wood is cut up 
and made into useful things. 
Wise souls are used 
to make into leaders. 

Just so, a great carving 
Is done without cutting. 

From the Tao Te Ching, tr. Ursula K. LeGuin 

Songs: 

“Solar Energy Shout” by the Banana Slug String Band 
“Grass Roots” by Earth Mama  



Theme five—What’s next? 

This session will be an open discussion of local issues, issues that have come up during the week 

that need “filling out,” and resource sharing. A list of resources such as local solid waste 

districts, epa sites, etc. will be provided. Toward the end of the session (last 30 or 45 minutes) 

we will plan the evening ritual which will be a ritual of commitment. Participants who are ready 

to do so can make a public commitment to a cause, course of action, or group. The remainder of 

the session and the afternoon will be given over to preparation for the ritual. Family members 

who are on the campus, but not attending this seminar will be invited. 

Some Questions You Might Ask 

Is the soul solid, like iron? 

Or 1s it tender and breakable, like 
the wings of a moth in the beak of an owl? 
Who has it, and who doesn’t? 
I keep looking around me. 

The face of the moose is as sad 
as the face of Jesus. 

The swan opens her white wings slowly. 

In the fall, the black bear carries leaves into the darkness. 
One question leads to another. 

Does it have a shape? Like an iceberg? 
Like the eye of a hummingbird? 

Does it have one lung, like the snake and the scallop? 
Why should I have it and not the anteater 
who loves her children? 

Why should I have it, and not the camel? 

Come to think of it, what about the maple trees? 
What about blue iris? 

What about all the little stones, sitting alone in the moonlight? 
What about roses, and lemons, and their shining leaves? 
What about the grass? 

Mary Oliver (1990)  



The Buddha’s Last Instructions 

“Make of yourself a light,” 

said the Buddha, 
before he died. 
I think of this every morning 
as the east begins 

to tear off its many clouds 
of darkness, to send up the first 
signal—a white fan 

streaked with pink and violet, 
even green. 
An old man, he lay down 

between two sala trees, 
and he might have said anything, 

knowing it was his final hour. 
The light burns upward, 
it thickens and settles over the fields. 

Around him, the villagers gathered 
and stretched forward to listen. 
Even before the sun itself 

hangs, disattached, in the blue air, 
I am touched everywhere 

by its ocean of yellow waves. 
No doubt he thought of everything 
that happened in his difficult life. 
And then I feel the sun itself 
as it blazes over the hills, 

like a million flowers on fire— 
clearly I'm not needed, 

yet I feel myself turning 

into something of inexplicable value. 

Slowly beneath the branches, 
he raised his head. 

He looked into the faces of that frightened crowd. 

Mary Oliver (1990) 

Songs: 
“Animal Teachers,” “Butterfly,” and “Run Coyote Run” by George & Michelle Schricker from 
“Fly Without Wings  
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The Human Being’s Guide 

TO 

Living Lightly on the Planet 

Work/Play Book 

(a WOrk in progress) 

 



Daily Objectives 

Day One 

To get to know eachother 

To explore our roles in and relationship with the natural world using creation 

stories 

Day Two 

To understand our cultural view of the human-earth relationship using stories 

Day Three 

To understand the history of the human impact on the planet. 

To learn various approaches to dealing with environmental issues 

Day Four 

To learn what various groups are doing to heal the planet 

To begin to see ourselves as change agents 

Day Five 

To network and learn about resources that are available 

Daily 

To understand the various local environmental issues that participants face 

To redefine our relationship with the natural world.  



The ecological impact questionnaire: 

& 

& 

What sort of a house do you live in? What is its size? 

Do you know how much electricity you use each month? Do you know how and 

where your electricity is generated? 

Where does your water come from? 

How many cars do you own? What sort of gas mileage do they get? Do you 

carpool, ride a bike or use public transportation? 

@ How often do you eat animal based products? 

Do you know where your food comes from? 

Do you recycle? Do you buy recycled products? 

Do you have a lawn? 

® What sort of household cleaners do you use? 

Do you know when your local planning commission meets? 

Do you know who to contact if you see illegal dumping or water pollution? 

Do you know who your local government representatives are and how to 

contact them? 

What sort of things do you do on a regular basis to help the environment? 

Are there things that you can do on special occasions to help the 

environment? 

These questions are meant to inspire thought, to remind you of the good 

things you already do for the environment, and to help in group discussions at 

the seminar. You are not required to share your answers fo these questions 

publicly.  



Night Hike 

Walking at night gives us a wonderful chance to experience something we know in a 

whole new way. 

We'll walk in a place that is familiar to us and has enough open pathway that we don't 

have to worry about tripping on unseen obstacles. 

Feel free to bring along a flashlight, but only for use in an emergency. We are going 

to allow our eyes to adjust to the night light, giving the rest of our senses to show us 

what they can do as welll 

Walk slowly—feel each footstep 

Walk quietly—discover how much you can hear 

Cup your hands behind your ears and turn slowly 

Cup your hands in front of your ears 

Pay attention to the feelings on your skin—does the air feel moist? Dry? 

At the end of the walk we'll sit quietly for a few moments, then we'll have a chance to 

share our experiences. 

Song: "Bats Eat Bugs” by the Banana Slug String Band  



Water Cycle Meditation 

This is a guided meditation, so all you have to do is relax. Find a comfortable place 

to sit or stretch out on the floor. Relax and enjoy the ride! 

The Pool 

It is a beautiful summer day. The sky is blue. White puffy clouds float overhead. 

The sun is shining. The ground is warm. A songbird is singing in a nearby tree. 

Imagine a pool of water. It is surrounded by soft green grass and tall trees. You 

are a molecule of water in that pool, moving gently back and forth. You can feel 

other water molecules around you. You are all gently moving against each other. A 

gentle wind ripples the surface of the pool and bounces you a little. You begin to 

move toward the surface, slowly at first, then more rapidly toward the warmth of 

the sun. As you approach the surface you move more and more quickly, you are 

filled with energy and you burst out of the pool and into the air. You move away 

from the others. You are alone, floating, invisible. 

The Atmosphere 

You float in the air and rise slowly. There are other water molecules around you, 

but you are far apart now. As you rise it begins to get cooler. You move more  



slowly. A tiny particle floats by you, You grab onto it. Another molecule grabs on 

and then another and another. You begin to bond to each other, making the water 

particle bigger. You see other groups of water molecules attached to tiny 

particles. They all begin to form patterns. They look like giant diamonds. Light 

passes through them and you realize they are crystals, creating prisms and 

rainbows as you move through the air. More and more molecules come together. 

You feel heavier and heavier and you begin to fall. 

The Snow 

You are falling faster, faster. Wind blows you up and around. You swirl about. You 

see trees below you, and a blanket of white. Gravity takes you to the white 

blanket. You land on the surface and become part of the blanket. Everything is 

cold and quiet and very still. 

The Melt 

Gently, ever so slowly a soft light begins to appear around you. The light brings 

warmth with it. You begin to move again, ever so slowly. As the light become 

brighter, the warmth increases. You move back and forth. Around you other water  



molecules are moving back and forth and then they begin to slip away, they move 

downward and away. You are moving downward as well. 

Down the Mountain 

As you tumble downward you feel other water molecules push together around you. 

You move to the surface. The sun is bright. The air is fresh and dry. You feel 

energized and begin to move faster and faster down hill, down the mountain. As 

you move you see trees and grasses. Eventually you bump into a tree near its roots 

and you slow down. 

Into the Ground 

Gravity begins to pull at you. You seep into the ground weaving among sand and soil 

particles. Flowing underground is like moving in slow motion through a dark 

obstacle course. You are now deep underground, surrounded by soil particles. 

Suddenly your movement seems more horizontal than downward. You feel pushed 

along. It appears lighter up ahead. You are surrounded by other water molecules 

and you spring up out of the ground. Tumbling over the ground you continue 

descending down the mountain. 
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Big River 

Gradually you slow down. You sense a decrease in the slope of the land. You are 

moving gracefully in a large mass of water. Other streams contribute to your 

journey. More and more water molecules collect together. This is the big river. 

Other particles swirl around you. You and other water molecules work together to 

carry the particles. You move more slowly now. The slope is slight. The slower you 

go, the less energy you have to carry the particles. The particles slip from your 

grasp and sink, but you move on. 

The Giant Pool 

Ever so slowly the water moves towatd the open. Grassy banks give way to 

concrete canals. All around you civilization makes itself known. Cars, people, even 

an airport. The sounds are loud and constant. Eventually you feel a change. All 

around you are new materials—molecules of other substances. They are strongly 

attracted to you. These are the salts. They fill in the gaps between you and other 

water molecules. You and other particles continue to move about. 

 



What's Next? 

There are many options open to you. Where will you go? The sun's energy may 

invigorate you and you could break away and float into the sky again. Other water 

molecules may hold on to you and you could swirl around on the surface. Gravity 

may pull at you and you could explore the darkness of the deep. A fish swims by. 

Imagine where you will go next. Take a few more moments and continue your 

journey. 

This exercise is from the Project WET curriculum & activity guide (1995) 

 



A drop in the bucket 

Let's pretend that this containter of water represents all the water on Earth. 

(Use about a liter of water in a clear container) 

Show an atlas or world map 

Let's look at where the majority of the world's water is located (oceans) 

So let's take out the amount that isn't located in oceans 

(remove about 30 ml or about the size of a shot glass—a fun, souvenir shot glass if 

available) 

(pour salt in the remaining approximately 970 ml of water) 

Let's go back to our map and see where more of our water might be located 

(icecaps & glaciers) 

(pour about 6 ml into a small container—thimble perhaps—put the rest in an ice 

bucket) 

Now, the amount in the thimble represents non-frozen fresh water, but how much 

of that is available surface water? 

(use an eyedropper or arod to remove a single drop of water—let this drop fall 

into a metal bucket and listen for the sound of it hitting the bottom) 

That's about how much of our original water is available for us to drink. 

This demonstration was inspired by the Project WET curriculum guide.  



Meet your allies! 

We'll do this exercise in pairs. Partners will be blindfolded for a short time. Let's 

take a few moments to practice leading a blindfolded partner before we start. 

Guides: First, be sure that your partner feels safe. Assure them that you will not 

lead them into harm and will take care of them while they are blindfolded. 

Lead your partner to a tree or rock or other natural feature and encourage them 

to get up close and personal with that object. Encourage your partner to smell the 

object, feel it with their cheek, run their hands over it. When your partner is 

finished exploring their object, lead them back to the starting place, but use an 

indirect route. Remove the blindfold and see if they can find their object. 

Exchange places and do it again—find a new object to encounter. 

This exercise was inspired by Joseph Cornell's Sharing Nature With Children (Meet a Tree, 1998)  



Channeling the Message 

Have you ever wondered what the animals or trees or rocks might say? 

This is your chance to dig a little deeper. 

In this exercise we will go outside and make some observations, then we will allow 

the voices of the animals, trees, rocks or other features we encountered come 

through us in writing or in art, 

Here's how it goes: 

When we go outside bring a tablet with you and some writing or drawing materials. 

Find a quiet place to sit. Make sure you're comfortable and you have everything 

you need to stay comfortable for 20 or so minutes. Bring water if you need it. 

While you are sitting, be as still as you can. It's OK if you doze off. After a while 

the birds and animals will get used to your presence. 

After 20 or 30 minutes begin to write or draw. Try to stay open to the 

possibilities don't force the words. Just let it come out. If it doesn't seem to 

make any sense, that's fine—just let it flow. Later, if you want to, you can put it in 

a different order. 

This exercise was inspired by Grace Marie Grafton's Finding the Words (2001), and by the council 

of all beings.  



Write or draw the message you received here: 

 



The un-power of un-naming 

Then God said, "Let us make man in our image, after our likeness; and let them have 

dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and 

over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.” 

Genesis 1:26 

So out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field and every bird of the 

air, and brought them to the man to see what he would call them; and whatever the man 

called every living creature, that was its name. 

Genesis 2: 18-19 

In the 1700's there was a man in Sweden named Carl von Linne who studied botany and 

medicine. Part of his life's work was the creation of a system of classification, a system of 

naming all the species of the earth in a standard and orderly way. Starting with the 

species name, he worked his way up from species to genus and so on, up to order, class and 

kingdom, giving latin names to the species he encountered. He became quite famous for 

this, and specimens, especially plants, were sent to him from all around the world. He was 

the founder of the system of classification called binomial nomenclature that we still use 

today. He even gave himself a latin name, Carl Linnaeus, or Carolus Linnaeus. He wrote 

that the earth's creation is the glory of God and the study of nature would reveal the  



Divine Order of God's creation, and that the task of construction a natural classification 

would reveal this order in the universe. 

We love to do this! How many people do you know who have "life lists” of birds? Do you 

try to name the trees, plants, birds and animals that you see? Do you memorize the 

attributes of those species that you name? 

see 

In the 1970's women got on to the power of naming. People, positions, concepts, buildings, 

you “name” it, got re-named all over the place. Hey, maybe there really is a sort of power 

or sense of control when you get to be the one doing the naming! 

Fede de dk 

Let's try it another way. Is it possible to create a different relationship with the natural 

world if we "un-name?" How would it be to encounter another species and NOT name it? 

To not know something about it? To handle it, smell it, look at it a bit, maybe even taste it 

a little? What might that be like? 

Let's try it. 

Take an item from the basket and sit with it for a few moments in silence. Close your eyes 

if you like. Spend a few moments encountering it with your hands. When you are ready 

take a pencil or crayon and paper and describe it without using words. Ina few minutes 

we'll share some words as well, but try not to use a name you have used for this item 

before.  



Have you had an experience of something in nature that you were not able to name? 

Something that was completely new to you? How did you feel about that experience? 

Inspiration for this exercise came from Hannah Hinchman's A Trail Through Leaves 

(1997) and Thich Nhat Hanh's Peace is Every Step (1991) (Interbeing) 

 



Describe your object here: 

 



Walking the Walk 

It's quite possible that nothing makes you feel better than a good walk outside. 

Have you ever noticed that often when people walk together outside the more they 

walk the more they talk? Sometimes our walking paths get filled with the sound of 

voices working out all kinds of issues. Now, don't get me wrong, I think this is a 

wonderful thing! There's nothing healthier than “airing out” your issues and 

returning that energy back to the outside rather than letting it get all bottled up 

inside. But still, have you noticed the difference between walking and talking, and 

walking in silence? 

This is a chance to walk meditatively in silence, on purpose. 

Here's how it goes: 

We'll walk on the same path, but each person will start out alone, waiting about 30 

seconds after the person in front of you starts, or wait until you can't see them on 

the trail anymore. Walk slowly. Allow your breathing to become a little deeper. 

Let your belly grow large with each inbreath, relax with each outbreath. Pay 

attention to your feet, to the pattern of heel-toe walking with each foot. Pay 

attention to what's around you. Look up! Stop, turn around and walk backwards for 

a moment—toe to heel. Breathe.  



Remember, you are not trying to name anything as you walk—not even colors. Feel 

the air, feel your feet, allow your naming mind to relax. 

When you come back to the group keep the silence. Sit alone and write or draw if 

you like. Otherwise, just breathe and enjoy the silence. 

Inspiration for this exercise came from Ken Cohen's The Way of Qigong (1997), Thich Nhat 

Hanh's Peace is Every Step (1991), and Hannah Hinchman's A Trail Through Leaves (1997). 

 



Creating a Ritual 

During our time together we will be participating in some ritual activity in order to 

deepen the meaning of our work together. We will work as a group to create at 

least one of these rituals. 

While there is no special formula for a successful ritual, here are some elements 

that may help to give it shape: 

Designating a ritual or sacred space 

An opening reading or statement—this may include a statement of intention 

for the ritual 

A sacred text of some kind, read or performed by a facilitator or by the 

entire group. 

The activity—this may include physical activity, such as the picking up or 

dropping off of something or a passage through something 

A blessing of the activity 

Closing words 

 



It's nice after a ritual to have some sort of activity of incorporation. Often this 

means eating or drinking something—such as the coffee hour after a church 

service, or the banquet after a wedding. Another incorporation activity may be the 

giving of gifts to participants and observers. 

Further information about creating rituals can be found in The Art of Ritualby 

Renee Beck and Sydney Barbara Metrick (1990). 

 



Websites that may be useful for you: 

EarthRights International www.earthrights.org 
Amnesty International www.amnesty-usa.org/ justearth/index.html 
Defending those who give the www.defendtheearth.org/ 
Earth a voice (Amnesty Inter. 
& Sierra Club) 

Friends of the Earth www.foe.org 

Environment & Trade) 

Sierra Club www. sierraclub.org 
International Forum on www.ifg.org 

Globalization www.ifg.org/beyondwto. html 

Essential Information www.essential.org 
Global Information on Trade  www.wtowatch.ora/multimedia 

And Sustainable Development 

Common Frontiers www.web.net/comfront/cfalt htm 
Web of Creation http://www.webofcreation.org 
Global Witness (human rights  www.oneworld.org/globalwitness 
& environmental campaign) 

Earth Justice Legal Defense = www.earthjustice.org 
Fund 

NASA image of ozone hole 
http://dailynews/yahoo.com/h/p/nm/20000908/ts/mdf106445 html 

Defenders of Wildlife www.defenders.org/ 
Free Range or Hog Farms Campaign to Label 

www .gristmagazine.com/grist.imho/imho1122000.stm 

Genetically Engineered Foods http://www.thecampaign.org/usdacomments.htm 
Action Alert 

EPA Water Facts: www.epa.gov.surf3/locate 
(where your water comes from, toxins, waste, etc)  



Environmental Working Group: www.ewg.org/ 
Internal Chemical Industry documents 

National Recycling Coalition ~~ www.nrc-recycle.org/ 

Add more websites here: 

The Web of Creation Website will get you to the interfaith council on global 
climate change 

Grist Magazine is a daily e-zine with environmental information 

 



Handy Memory Aid 

Qigong iF shipasit 00 5 
(18 Exercises) 7% 

Illustrations are only representative of one part of each exercise as all are 
moving exercises. Repeat exercise four times if the exercise is single 
sided/direction, otherwise repeat twice on each side/direction. 

The methods and training resources of the Australian Academy of Tai Chi and Grand Master 
Khor are gratefully acknowledged. Further information on the Academy is available on-line and 
in the White/Yellow Pages for most Australian cities.  



Reflective Essay-Integrative Project 

Carrie Kinsey 

July 28, 2004 

The completion of this project coincides with the conclusion of what has been quite possibly one 

of the most difficult years of my life. It was just this time last year that I saw my father for the 

last time as the train I was riding pulled away from the station. He sat on his motorized cart with 

his palm raised. Moments before we both came to the realization that this was the last time. 

Words had no meaning. We touched palms and I stepped on the train. My palm was pressed to 

the window. Six weeks later I received word that I’d lost one of my most powerful human allies. 

The next few months were spent in a rather low functioning mode. In the winter I received the 

chance to have the job that would have been both of my parents’ dream for me—a challenging 

Job teaching undergraduate students in biology department labs. The new job yanked me out of 

my grieving funk rather abruptly. 

Meanwhile the idea of a residential curriculum as an integrative project for the ELM program 

had been forming in my mind. All at once I was teaching eight lab sections and beginning 

preparation for this integrative project. Midway through the project I received a trust fund 

distribution from my father’s estate and purchased an old farm house. The house was in need of 

serious renovation, but it sat on enough land for a small organic vegetable, bee and dairy goat 

operation. So, while working on this project I have been grieving, learning and functioning in a 

new job, and renovating a farm. It’s been a busy couple of months!  



The difficult part of putting this project together is deciding what to include. I can see that it 

could easily be a very large paper and a very large curriculum. But I have been learning in my 

still limited teaching experience that the voices of students and participants are an important part 

of each lesson. Even after going through this very rich ELM program I realize that I can’t 

communicate it all. There is much to be said for the organic process of discussion and group 

work. 

I realized that it could not be MY program without an element of fun, movement and music. It’s 

hard to put this on paper. My intention for the curriculum is that it will be physically active, that 

people laugh and cry and sing, and get very tired and dirty. 

As I move through my own process of grief and work and a surprising new-found material 

wealth I am beginning to understand an “unspoken abundance” in the world. I can’t put 

everything I’ve been given from the ELM program into a single project—it’s going to show up 

in the way 1 “comport” myself, it’s going to leak out in casual conversations, it’s going to be 

made manifest in my little farm. If can transmit the abundance and excitement I feel to seminar 

participants and spark some excitement in their lives, then I’ve done my job and so has the ELM 

program. Yes, I want my students to love the earth and each other. I want them to remember 

their experience forever. I can’t put that on paper.  



I can only understand this curriculum as a framework. I can’t imagine that it will stay the same 

from time to time—it is a living process. I have a difficult time imagining that it will be bound 

and not kept in loose leaf form. 

I offer this integrative project as a part of several processes—the process of my education, the 

process of the education of my students, the process of putting a positive message of 

sustainability into the world, and the process of the growth of the ELM program. It has been a 

great pleasure and a great challenge to fit the pieces together and I hope to continue in that 

fitting. 

I finish this difficult year just weeks after my 50" birthday. I’ve been told by many people that it 

only gets better from here on. My father always promised me that I'd find myself in a situation 

of unexpected abundance when I reached 50. I only understood that in a monetary sense for 

years. I now understand it in the sense of the abundance of earth and community and a great 

loving presence that permeates and supports everything I do. 

My task as I go forward in presenting this material both to reluctant 100 level biology students 

and willing seminar participants is to communicate the seriousness of the environmental situation 

along with this new understanding of abundance. It is a challenge that I feel I am growing in to 

quite naturally.  



The Buddha’s Last Instructions 

“Make of yourself a light,” 
said the Buddha, 

before he died. 
I think of this every morning 

as the east begins 
to tear off its many clouds 

of darkness, to send up the first 

signal—a white fan 

streaked with pink and violet, 
even green. 

An old man, he lay down 
between two sala trees, 

and he might have said anything, 
knowing it was his final hour. 

The light burns upward, 
it thickens and settles over the fields. 

Around him, the villagers gathered 

and stretched forward to listen. 
Even before the sun itself 

hangs, disattached, in the blue air, 

I am touched everywhere 

by its ocean of yellow waves. 
No doubt he thought of everything 

that happened in his difficult life. 
And then I feel the sun itself 

as it blazes over the hills, 
like a million flowers on fire— 

clearly I’m not needed, 

yet I feel myself turning 
into something of inexplicable value. 

Slowly beneath the branches, 
he raised his head. 

He looked into the faces of that frightened crowd. 

Mary Oliver (1990)  


